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Working knowledge of the Torah is essential for every serious student of the Scriptures. Written in

an engaging and accessible voice, even while digging into difficult and complicated matters at a

sophisticated level, The Torah Story emphasizes the content of the text itself, moving beyond

debating dates and theories of authorship into understanding how these five key books of the Bible

help us understand the story of salvation. Providing flexible options for further study, each chapter

includes the following: Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Tips and tools for getting started Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Questions that focus on

key issues Key terms to look for Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Outlines and summaries of the material Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ An

interactive workshop designed for students, individuals, or study groups Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Challenge

questions drawn from the chapter and biblical text Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Advanced questions for those who

want deeper exploration of biblical contexts, language, and exegetical or theological issues

Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Research project suggestions Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Discussion activities using films to engage the

biblical narrative (selected chapters) A refreshingly new approach to the TorahÃ¢â‚¬â€¢neither an

introduction nor a commentaryÃ¢â‚¬â€¢The Torah Story provides a model of how to read Scripture

intertextually. It leaves no doubt as to the overarching unity of the message and composition of the

Pentateuch.
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Working knowledge of the Torah is essential for every serious student of the Scriptures. Written in

an engaging and accessible voice, even while digging into difficult and complicated matters at a



sophisticated level, The Torah Story emphasizes the content of the text itself, moving beyond

debating dates and theories of authorship into understanding how these five key books of the Bible

help us understand the story of salvation. Providing flexible options for further study, each chapter

includes the following: * Tips and tools for getting started * Questions that focus on key issues Key

terms to look for * Outlines and summaries of the material * An interactive workshop designed for

students, individuals, or study groups * Challenge questions drawn from the chapter and biblical text

* Advanced questions for those who want deeper exploration of biblical contexts, language, and

exegetical or theological issues * Research project suggestions * Discussion activities using films to

engage the biblical narrative (selected chapters) A refreshingly new approach to the Torah---neither

an introduction nor a commentary---The Torah Story provides a model of how to read Scripture

intertextually. It leaves no doubt as to the overarching unity of the message and composition of the

Pentateuch.

Gary Edward Schnittjer (PhD, Dallas Theological Seminary) is professor of Old Testament at the

School of Divinity, Cairn University in Langhorne, Pennsylvania.

I am studying the Pentateuch and this book has become very helpful. It is very easy to read and

understand and the pictures are just awesome. Great for learning.

Great info.Simple read.Good layout! Excellent basic information. I could use in a introductory class.

Students not familiar with critical methods would benefit from this evangelical approach.

Book was purchased for college level class. Well done and meets requirements perfectly. I would

recommend the book for anyone interested in this subject matter.

good deal

As described with quick delivery!

on-time

received in 2 days anxious to read



Well written eye opening as to the Bible narrator's (God) view for writing. Excellent job pointing out

the author's (God) perspective.
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